
South & About! | Open Call for Submissions
Submissions due: Sunday, October 8, 2023

The organizers of South & About! are delighted to announce the open call for submissions for
our next Fall 2023 graduate research workshop. Our next student-organized session will be held
in-person at the Institute of Fine Arts, NYU on Monday, November 6, 2023 from 6:30-8:00 PM.
The workshop will feature 20-minute talks of works-in-progress by two selected speakers
followed by informal discussions among friends.

South & About! began as a student initiative at the Institute of Fine Arts, NYU in partnership
with the Institute for Studies on Latin American Art (ISLAA) with the goal of creating an
intellectual forum for scholars in art history and related fields to share and workshop
works-in-progress among peers. In the past, presenters have presented work ranging from
dissertation drafts and conference papers to more experimental writing.

We invite submissions from current graduate students whose research explores some aspect in
the broad field of modern and contemporary Latin American, Caribbean, and/or Latinx art. Our
thematic focus is broad and welcomes interdisciplinary methodological approaches, including,
but not limited to, temporal and geographic proposals of an innovative nature. This program is
open to MA and PhD students in art history and related disciplines.

http://islaa.org


This is the first time South & About! organizers have solicited applications for our workshops.
Before speakers were invited on an individual basis through word of mouth. As interest in the
program has grown steadily since South & About! was first founded in 2017, we hope to
simultaneously respond to continued enthusiasm for the workshop and promote access to the
event with this open call for papers.

Dates & Details:
Monday, November 6, 2023, 6:30-8:00 pm | Institute of Fine Arts, NYU
This workshop will be held in-person. Light food and drinks will be provided.

Please submit the following as a word document to ifasouthandabout@gmail.com by Sunday,
October 8, 2023:

- Title of Paper
- Full name and current institutional affiliation (please also indicate if you are an MA

student, PhD student, or PhD candidate)
- 250-word Abstract
- CV not required, but welcome with submission

South & About! is organized in partnership with the Institute of Fine Arts and ISLAA. The
organization of the workshop is advised by Edward J. Sullivan, Helen Gould Sheppard Professor
of Art History. However, no faculty or other senior scholars will be in attendance, as this
workshop is designed to share new work among graduate students and emerging scholars in a
collegial, informal setting.

Read more about South & About! on the IFA Latin American website and on ISLAA’s website
and Instagram.

South & About! follows all health and safety protocols determined by New York University. We
acknowledge that programming and entry requirements are subject to change according to these
measures.
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